THE BLACK AND WHITE CAT CLUB SHOW – 20.4.19
Mrs Sally Tokens
My sincere thanks to Barbara and Stuart McEwen for inviting me back to judge. It was
a friendly well run show and thank you also for the excellent hospitality. I had a very
enjoyable day handling some wonderful cats and thank you to Alan my steward who is
always a pleasure to work with. I was delighted to judge the best of the best and there
were two fabulous cats to choose from, Dr Collin’s AUREUS SNOW PATROL just over
six months old and already very nicely developed with a lovely head and coat, I finally
chose the Persian Fairbanks GR CH JEMINEVE SPARK OF MAGIC who just looked
stunning today.
IMPERIAL CHAMPION FEMALE; IMP BR CC; Fairbanks GR CH JEMINEVE SPARK OF
MAGIC tortie and white girl who is not quite two years old and today she looked
stunning. Short cobby body set low on the legs, small ears and a nicely rounded skull.
Cheeks are full and rounded, with her muzzle is beautifully formed. Large round eyes
that show a good orange colouring. Short broad nose with a good break and nice size
leather and nostrils. Level bite. Full coat that was groomed to perfection, soft to touch
and with a nice amount of undercoat. White to her cheeks and forehead. Both colours
evident to the face. Colour patches to the back legs. White cheeks and forehead. Tail
nicely patched and lightly covered. Her white was pristine and the patches were vibrant
and very defined. She smelt nice too!
GRAND CLASS NON-SELF CHAMPION MALE; GR CC; Fairs CH PERSIADOLL
ACHELOUS silver tabby lad only just over ten months old. Beautifully developed for his
age. Excellent bone structure and very good weight. Ears just a tiny bit open at the
base at present but small sized. Rounded skull. Cheeks are full and round and he has
very good orange colouring to large rounded eyes. Short broad nose with a good stop.
Level bite. Pink nose leather. M to the forehead, lines running over the head. Oysters
on the sides are a little diffused. Butterfly marking to the shoulder is visible. Soft coat
texture, super presentation. Lightly covered tail which balances with the body and
showing some tabby rings. Black markings on a good silver ground. Super temperament.
BLACK ADULT; 1 CC & BOB Roberts ALASKAN CLEOPATRA just over nine months old
and a I would prefer her a touch larger in size at this age. Compact female with nice
weight. Ears are small and set low on the side of the head. Skull showing a very small
bump. Large round eyes that are medium in colour. Nice width to the cheeks. Short
snub nose with a good stop and nice size leather and nostrils. Level bite. Long black coat
with some undercoat and just a little rustiness around the ruff and shoulders at this
present time. Jet black to the mask and legs. Short nicely furnished tail. I did
deliberate on the award and I allowed for the fact she was only just out of kittenhood.
Super temperament.
WHITE ORANGE EYED ADULT; BOB; Lovesy CH PERSILUS MR FROSTY just over a
year old and a nicely developed lad with good bone and lovely substance. Short cobby
body. Small nicely placed ears that are just a little open at the base. Short broad nose
with a pink nose leather. Lovely width to rounded cheeks. His eyes are large and round
when you can get him to open them and a very deep orange colour. Bite just slightly
undershot and a strong chin. Coat showing a good length and nice amount of undercoat.

Very nicely presented, pristine white and beautifully presented. Short tail that is
lightly covered. Lovely temperament and easy to handle.
BI COLOURED ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Colin TALSHIAR GALAXY chocolate and white
just over nine months old. Strong bone and very good substance at this age. Short
cobby body that is set fairly low on the legs. Ears are a little open and his skull is
developing well. Full cheeks and a short broad nose. Level bite. Large eyes that are a
good orange colour. Colour and white to all the limbs with the back legs just showing a
smaller amount of white. White on his upper left muzzle. Coat of a good length and soft
to touch. Nicely presented and a very good chocolate colour that is sound and even to
the roots. Tail lightly furnished and balances with the body.
TABBY/SMOKE/CAMEO & WHITE ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Cooke JEMINEVE OLA blue
tortie tabby and white only just over nine months old. Strong and nicely developed
female with lovely substance. Her ears are set nicely on the side of the head and her
cheeks are showing a good width. Skull is developing nicely. Large eyes of a round shape
and very good orange colour. Short broad nose and a pink nose leather with a good size
leather and nostrils. Level bite. White to her cheeks and a small white blaze to her
forehead. Couple of cream patches to her back. Cream and blue patches on her face and
tail. Tabby markings are more evident on the blue areas and where the fur is shorter in
length, on the head. Lovely presentation and a soft texture to a full coat.
TABBY COLOURPOINT ADULT; CC Withheld 1; CUSHKA PLACEINMYHEART cream
tabby colourpoint of eleven months. I am afraid I could not award a certificate as I
was unable to have her out of the pen for long enough to assess. Her temperament was
not good today, really sorry.
TABBY OR TABBY & WHITE EXOTIC ADULT; Fisher ALMERIANS FURRARI red
tabby exotic lad coming up to ten months old. A very solid boy with strong bone and
very good substance. Short cobby body and fairly low on the legs. Ears just need to
settle a little as they just look a bit open. Skull is rounded. Cheeks are full and he has a
short broad nose. Large round eyes with a very good orange colour. Chin fairly strong
almost in line with the end of the nose. Coat not as soft as it could be but has a very
good density and stands awary from the body. Chin and muzzle just slightly lighter in
colour. Butterfly marking to the shoulders is a little diffused. Oysters are visible to
the flanks. M to the forehead and lines running across the cheeks. Tail nicely covered
with the odd tabby ring marking visible and balances with the body. Solid spine line.
Lovely temperament and condition. Very nice youngster.
BLUE TORTIE & WHITE PERSIAN NEUTER; 1 PC & BOB; Potter CH PRIMISSION
LIBERTY just over two years old and registered as an 02 when it should be an 03.
Lovely bone and weight. Small ears that are nicely positioned. Cheeks are full and her
skull is rounded. Short broad nose with a good stop and nice size leather and nostrils.
Very deep orange eye colour with large rounded eyes. Bite a little undershot. Pink nose
leather and good size nostrils and leather. Several patches of colour to her back.
White to the cheeks and forehead with colour above the eyes and up to the ears. Tail
nicely furnished and showing both blue and cream. Soft coat texture with a small
amount of undercoat.
PERSIAN OR EXOTIC MAIDEN ADULT; 1 Fisher ALMERIANS FURRARI red tabby
exotic.

2 Cooke JEMINEVE OLA blue tortie tabby and white.
3 Roberts ALASKAN CLEOPATRA black.
AC PERSIAN OR EXOTIC VISITORS ADULT; 1 Boyes IGR CH JERVO
ROSSOBIANCO red and white exotic. Lovely head type and super coat texture, length
and standing away from the body.
2 Pearson PERISADOLL APHRODITE red silver shaded, super lady who was a little
scared of the cat next door. Superb show presentation, she smelt lovely.
3 Fairs CH PERSIADOLL ACHELOUS silver tabby.
PERSIAN OR EXOTIC KITTEN 5 – 7 MTHS; 1 Cooke TOY TRICKSY SPARKLE
PLENTY lilac British showing lovely orange eye colour. Ears just a little open. Coat has a
good density, just a touch long today.
2 Keyes TOMMY OF PERLA POLUDNIA cream British short coat length and good
density. Deep eye colour and good shape.
3 Warnes PAWSOME SCARLET RIBBONS tortie and white.
AC PERSIAN OR EXOTIC DEBUTANTE KITTEN; 1 Cooke TOY TRICKSY SPARKLE
brown tabby and white, bonny kitten. Wonderful top of head with small ears. Full caot
and tabby evident.
PERSIAN OR EXOTIC NEUTER BRED BY EXHIBITOR; 1 Potter CH PRIMISSION
LIBERTY blue tortie and white.
AC PERSIAN OR EXOTIC VETERAN NEUTER; 1 Clark IGR PR SHEERBLISS
DAKOTA tortie tabby and white who is just over ten years old and in tip top condition.
Wonderful temperament and a fabulous coat for colour, pattern and texture.
AV NEUTER BORN APRIL-JUNE; 1 Wilderspin GR CH & IGR PR MOORMIST
BAGPUSS red British, huge heavy lad with a lovely coat and expressive orange eyes.
Lovely coat texture.
HHP/PEDIGREE PET;
MOST HANDSOME MALE CAT; 1 Lynch IG MC TEDDY ginger and white, large lad and
heavyweight. Very laid back and rich red pattern to the coat.
2 Gray IGR MC CHARLIE BROWN brown classic tabby, large lad, soft coat and nice
tabby markings, just moulting a little today.
3 Thorp LOVEJOY XANADU black.

